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Abstract
Due to their popularity, social networking services are a popular target for spam, scams, malware distribution and more

recently state-actor propaganda. In this paper we review a number of recent approaches to fake account and bot classification.
Based on this review and our experiments, we propose our own method which leverages the social graph’s topology and
differences in ego graphs of legitimate and fake user accounts to improve identification of the latter. We evaluate our approach
against other common approaches on a real-world dataset of users of the social network Twitter.

1 Introduction

With their rise in popularity social networking services (SNS)
have become a target for abuse by malicious actors who are spam-
ming the network, attempting to scam users, distribute malware,
boost a legitimate user’s popularity or increase the visibility of cer-
tain content. More recently, there has been some concern about
foreign actors influencing public opinion and social bots pushing
state-actor agendas especially in the context of elections [1]. Many
SNS operators spend a considerable amount of money and time in
the form of manual labor on identifying and removing fake ac-
counts. Our goal is to build on previous research and to improve
the classification process for more effective and efficient identifi-
cation of fake accounts. Unlike other approaches which focus only
on basic profile features [2, 3] or temporal patterns in account ac-
tivity [4, 5], our approach belongs to a category of graph-based ap-
proaches to fake account identification. Our method does not incur
any additional costs beyond data collection and can be used in con-
junction with other approaches to improve classification accuracy.

2 Problem formulation

In a social network, each user can be represented as a vertex in
a graph, and each connection between users, i.e. user A following
user B, can be seen as an edge A → B. Given the directed graph
G = (V,E) induced by the social network’s structure as well as
additional classification features mv for every v ∈ V , we want to
identify all vertices vi ∈ V that are likely to correspond to fake
accounts. It is vital for the classification task that the false-positive
rate be kept low as suspensions of legitimate user accounts can
degrade user experience enormously.

표 1: Dataset distribution after retrieving publicly available, active
user profiles using the Twitter API. Many accounts from the origi-
nal dataset have since been deleted.

Ours CRESCI-2018

Humans 6,082 46.46% 7,479 28.78%
Bots 7,009 54.54% 18,508 71.22%

Total 13,091 25,987

3 Method

In this paper we propose a novel approach to identification of
bot or fake accounts in SNS by exploiting differences in the ego
networks of legitimate users and fake accounts as well as weak
links between communities of real users and communities of fake
accounts. We first obtain and explore a labelled dataset of Twit-
ter users. Based on our observations, we then introduce our novel
method.

3.1 Dataset

For analysis, training and testing we use the labelled data col-
lected in the CRESCI-2018 dataset [6]. Even though the dataset
is relatively recent, only 13,091 of the originally 25,987 labelled
accounts were still available as other accounts have been removed
either by Twitter or the user (see table 1).

In addition to the labelled user accounts we collect all profiles of
users followed by or following a user in the dataset. As the Twitter
API limits us to a maximum of the first 5,000 users when retriev-
ing these lists we only get those first 5,000 users for users follow-
ing or followed by more than 5,000 accounts. Including these user
profiles we have data on a total of 4.6 million user profiles. For
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그림 1: We find that the distributions of favourite counts among
bot and human accounts vary greatly.

each user we have collected the following attributes: user ID, label,
username, screen name, number of “followers” (in-degree), num-
ber of “following” (out-degree), location, profile URL, profile de-
scription, number of times the user is listed, number of favourites,
number of status, date created, default profile (boolean), default
profile image (boolean), list of users followed, list of followers.

3.2 Analysis

Given this data we perform some basic analysis. We find that
bot users tend to have a lower in-degree and also a lower out-degree
compared to human users. When plotting the frequency of status
counts and favorite counts for human and bot accounts, we further
notice that the distribution of favorite and status counts among hu-
mans and bots differ greatly (see Figure 1). While human accounts
appear to follow a unimodal distribution that is greatly shifted to-
wards zero, bots appear to follow a bimodal distribution and greatly
outnumber human accounts in the ranges of their peaks. This dif-
ference makes these features especially valuable for classification.

3.3 Neighborhood-based classification

An aggregate of a feature over a user’s neighborhood (a neigh-
borhood feature) can be computed by taking the median value
across all predecessors or successors. For instance, the median
neighborhood account age of a user is computed by retrieving the
account age of all users followed by a given user and taking the
median (median account age of successors) or by retrieving the ac-
count age of all users following a given user (median account age
of predecessors). We can compute these neighborhood features for
all numerical features retrieved using the Twitter API.

In this work we experimented with different sets of features and
found a set of neighborhood features (NF) and graph features (GF)
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그림 2: We see a strong difference in the distribution of the median
in-degree of predecessors among bots and humans which we can
exploit to further improve classification accuracy.

that performs best in conjunction with the baseline features. We
also found that removing some of the original features along with
adding the NF and GF improved the performance of our classifica-
tion model. We found that out of all computed NF, the ones that
were most predictive and helpful in classification were the follow-
ing:

• median out-degree of predecessors,
• median number of favorites of predecessors,
• median status update count of predecessors,
• median account age of predecessors
• median favorites of successors.

The final sets of base, graph (GF) and neighborhood (NF) fea-
tures used in our neural network classifier are:

Xbase = {favorite count, status count, following

followers, account age}

XNF = {outdegree predecessors, age predecessors,

favorites predecessors, status predecessors}

XGF = {ego density, ego reciprocity}

4 Evaluation

For the evaluation, we split the data into a train/val/test split of
0.7/0.1/0.2. We evaluate the model against Gaussian Naı̈ve Bayes
(GNB), Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Random For-
est (RF) and Neural Network (NN) models trained on the base pro-
file features.

After evaluating linear, polynomial and RBF kernels for the
SVM model, we found the model to perform best with the RBF
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표 2: Results on the CRESCI-2018 dataset for various baseline
models (top) and our model using neighborhood features (bottom).

Model Accuracy TPR FPR F1 score AUC

GNB 0.6399 0.9622 0.7313 0.741 0.7652
QDA 0.6751 0.8937 0.5768 0.7465 0.6405
SVM 0.7797 0.7746 0.2145 0.7901 0.7801
KNN 0.8496 0.8752 0.18 0.8617 0.9074
RF 0.8675 0.8745 0.1405 0.876 0.9426
NN 0.8648 0.8673 0.138 0.8729 0.9154

NN + NF (ours) 0.8702 0.8623 0.1208 0.8767 0.9355
NN + NF + GF (ours) 0.8751 0.8894 0.1413 0.8841 0.9367
RF + NF + GF (ours) 0.8774 0.888 0.1348 0.8858 0.9468

kernel. The RF model is trained using 100 trees, and splits are per-
formed according to the Gini coefficient. GNB and QDA models
are trained using the standard settings in Scikit-learn.

The neural network classifier is a fully-connected feedfor-
ward neural network. We chose to use 3 hidden layers with
(500, 200, 200) neurons respectively, using batch normalization
and dropout with p = 0.5. The model is trained using Adam and a
learning rate of η = 0.001 for 500 epochs. We find that the model
generalizes better when we remove outliers (with deviation from
the mean by more than 3σ) from the training set.

Our model outperforms the baseline models on the CRESCI-
2018 dataset (table 2). We notice that both the GNB and QDA
model have a very high false positive rate. The SVM model is
slightly better and achieves an F1 score of 0.79. Interestingly,
KNN is surprisingly effective on this dataset and only slightly less
effective than the RF and NN models. Both RF and NN turn out to
be most effective and achieve the highest scores. Hence, we chose
to focus only on the RF and NN models for our proposed method.
By adding proposed NF and GF we see an overall improvement
both for the RF and NN models (see table 2).

It is interesting to note that a small set of certain, highly-
predictive features is already quite effectively at separating bots
and humans in multi-dimensional space. We find that the num-
ber of a user’s favourites, followers and statuses actually suffice to
identify very clear differences in the distribution of human and bot
accounts. Indeed, a RF classifier is able to achieve an F1 score of
0.8738 and AUC of 0.8659 using only those three features.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a novel way of generating aggregate neigh-
borhood features in an unsupervised manner from unlabelled data
of nodes adjacent to a user in the network’s social graph. Apart
from data collection efforts these features are “free” and lead
to more accurate classification results. We test our approach on
a novel dataset of 4.6 million Twitter profiles of users adjacent

to those in the CRESCI-2018 dataset. In our analysis we found
the most valuable neighborhood features to be the ones based
on a node’s predecessors. By adding these neighborhood- and
egograph-based features to the training data, we can outperform
the baseline methods on the CRESCI-2018 dataset.

Lastly, we do note that our method has its limitations as it only
focuses on classifying users based on profile and social graph fea-
tures. When it comes to classification of accounts that behave sus-
piciously, our method may not be effective on its own, but we be-
lieve in can be used in conjunction with existing methods to im-
prove overall performance.
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